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Yun chujiu was actually very worried about the safety of Feng Ming and the other two. However, the 

Misty Valley was just too big, and it would be too difficult to find them. She hoped that they had not met 

anyone from the Netherworld Palace. 

 

 

Just as Yun Chujiu was thinking about all sorts of things, she saw a group of people approaching her. Yun 

chujiu immediately ran away. 

 

 

Damn it, she could still deal with eight of them, but it would be difficult for her to deal with sixteen of 

them. She would have to run first. 

 

 

Those people had also seen Yun Chujiu. Although they did not see Yun Chujiu’s appearance clearly, they 

saw that she was wearing the clothes of the Tian Yuan Academy, so they naturally would not let her go. 

They quickly chased after her. 

 

 

“Damn girl, stop right there! Otherwise, we won’t be polite anymore!”The people from the Netherworld 

Palace shouted loudly. 

 

 

Yun chujiu did not say anything. She just kept running. As she ran, she thought of an idea. This area was 

flat, and there were no cliffs. It was impossible to use the Demonic Beast’s move. How could she kill 

them? 

 

 



If she were to fight them head-on, she would not be able to defeat them. She had to make them scatter. 

However, how could she make them scatter? 

 

 

Yun chujiu rolled her eyes, then, she shouted, “Are You Mad Dogs? Why are you chasing me for no 

reason? ! Let me tell you, I know that you are from the Netherworld Palace. Someone has just sent me a 

letter. They are now sending a letter to someone else. When that time comes, you will be waiting for 

your death!” 

 

 

When the people from the Netherworld Palace heard this, they were shocked. Someone had already 

sent a letter? Not Good! If the people from the Tian Yuan continent were on guard, their plan would 

definitely fail. They might even be surrounded. They had to kill those people. 

 

 

“Stupid girl, don’t be alarmist. Where are the people who sent you the message?”The people from the 

Netherworld Palace wanted to find out the whereabouts of those people. 

 

 

“Cheh! Do you think I’m Stupid? I Won’t tell you that they went north.”Yun chujiu realized that she had 

let the cat out of the bag. She quickly added, “AH, they went south!” 

 

 

The people of the Netherworld Palace found it funny. This little girl was probably not very smart. She 

clearly let the cat out of the bag just now. It seemed that the messenger went north. 

 

 

“Boss Ji, I’ll bring some people to kill those people. Otherwise, if they really spread the news, we’ll be in 

a passive position,”a tall and thin man said to the leader. 



 

 

The leader nodded. “You’re right. You can bring seven people. Eight of us are more than enough to deal 

with this little girl.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu saw the tall and thin man take seven people away. This guy was confident now. However, in 

order to be safe, he still continued to run forward. He had to let them walk farther to be sure. 

 

 

The distance between the two parties was getting closer and closer. The people of the Nether World 

Palace started to fire their spiritual power at Yun Chujiu. Yun chujiu activated the defensive spiritual 

weapon on her body and kept running. 

 

 

After running for about an hour, Yun chujiu stopped running and said, “Damn, I’m so tired. I Can’t run 

anymore. Come and Catch Me!” 

 

 

When the people of the Nether World Palace heard Yun Chujiu’s words, they looked pleased with 

themselves. When they looked at Yun Chujiu’s appearance, some people exclaimed, “Boss ji, she… She’s 

Yun Chujiu. She’s the Yun chujiu that the higher-ups are looking for.” 

 

 

When the leader saw this, he was instantly overjoyed. Capturing this stinky girl would be a great merit! 

 

 

“Liu Yuan, go tie her up for me. This is our first merit!” 



 

 

“Yes!” 

 

 

That person called Liu Yuan walked up to Yun chujiu in a carefree manner. “Stinky Girl, you’re still 

tactful. You’re right. Otherwise, you’ll suffer. Ah…” 

 


